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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10076-10414
SECRET

SECRETS 130892

ADMkraine CIC TAME 8983

KEYWAY QMBEB PBRUEN

REF: HADR 9989 (1 W 76741) 4

1. IDEN A REF IS ARCUE-1 WHO ARRIVED JMAVE 5. SEPT 61 AS LEGAL TRAVELLER AND IS FORMER CHIEF COHNO AND RECEPTIONS OF RDC IN PBRUEN. IDEN B FORMER NATL COORDINATOR HOD WHO PRESENTLY HAVE AREA.

ARCUE-1 INTRODUCED TO JMAVE CONTACT THEN AMBLESS-1 WHO THEN IN PBRUEN. ARCUE-1 TRAINED S/M AND ESSENTIAL PH AND RETURNED PBRUEN 2 OCT 61. SEVERAL ATTEMPTS MADE COUNT RECEPTION 2/03 WITH AMBLESS-1 COMMITTEE BUT ALL FAILED. JAN 62 WAS LAST S/M ARCUE 2 OCT 61. IN WHICH HE, SAID HE COMPROMISED AND BEING FOLLOWED AND REQUESTED EXIT.

AMBLESS-1 LEARNED FROM SEVERAL SOURCES THAT ARCUE-1 SUFFERED SEVERE MENTAL DISORDER AND CONFIGNED HOSPITAL. IF IT WAS ALSO DURING THIS PERIOD THAT HOD SUFFERED SEVERAL FLAPS IN WHICH MEMBERS OF
LEAD GROUP ARRESTED. CONTACT WITH ANDREAS-1 AND ARCTUR-1 FORMALLY DISCONTINUED OCT 62 FOR LACK OF PRODUCTIVITY.

3. U.VAVE HAS NO FURTHER OPS INTEREST ARCTUR-1 BUT WOULD LIKE KNOW WHEN GROUPS HAVE AREA FOR POSSIBLE DEBRIEFING ACTIVITIES SINCE OCT 62.

AND FOR UP DATING OUR INFO RE ADC IN FORUM.

SEC ASK

C/F: CONSIDERED IRRELAVANT.

C/F: ASKED SUBJECT (UNIDENTIFIED) KEY PROCESSING FOR

VISA AND FLASK SETTING MISCASE.